This document describes three items pertaining to the Agilent 3070 and the SEMI S2 standard. Each of them is related to a variance with the SEMI standard.

**Agilent 3070 Dual Power-feed System Labels**
This procedure does not require an Agilent Customer Engineer
Relates to Clause 11.3.8
Some Agilent 3070 systems have two Power Distribution Units (PDU) and two separate power feeds. Compliance with SEMI S2 requires placing labels near the power disconnect for both of these PDU’s. This procedure can be used to make the required labels. This procedure was tested with Microsoft Word 97 and a HP Laserjet printer, but other packages and printers might suffice.

1 Text of Label
Set this warning in Arial 10 point font: DANGER, RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK DISCONNECT BOTH SOURCES OF SUPPLY PRIOR TO SERVICING

2 Printing the Label

In the “Product Number” box select “HP 92996 L – Address,” then click “OK.” Click “Print” to print the labels. You will need to feed the Brady Lasertab by hand.

3 Cutting and Affixing the Labels
Cut the labels from the sheet, peel the backing, and install the labels near the power disconnects on the two PDU’s.

**Agilent 307X Center of Mass**
This item is informational only
Relates To Clause 17.2.2

The testhead center of mass was measured with a 4-module system with a nearly full load of module cards. There were 4 empty card slots in this system.

With the testhead in the service position, the center of gravity is 851 mm from the outside of the right pod, 217 mm back from the front edge of the pod and 604 mm above the floor (system resting on the casters, not leveling feet).

With the testhead rotated to the down position, the center of gravity is 851 mm from the outside of the right pod, 391 mm back from the front edge of the pod and 429 mm above the floor (system resting on the casters, not leveling feet).

**Agilent 307X Emergency Off (EMO)**
This procedure must be done by an Agilent Technologies Customer Engineer - Relates To Clause 12.2

As shipped the Agilent 3070 one-button emergency off does not remove power from the controller or the monitor.

This is in variance with the SEMI S2 standard. The system PDU—or main PDU if there are two—can be modified to remove power from the controller when the button is pressed.

CAUTION
Removing power from the controller without shutting it down will damage the filesystem. Current operating systems do not tolerate abrupt power down. Implementing this change places your data and operating system at risk.

To implement this change, contact your Agilent Technologies Customer Engineer and ask for a quote for converting your system or systems. Tell them that you need them to perform the modifications mentioned in this section of this note.
Agilent Technologies’ Test and Measurement Support, Services, and Assistance

Agilent Technologies aims to maximize the value you receive, while minimizing your risk and problems. We strive to ensure that you get the test and measurement capabilities you paid for and obtain the support you need. Our extensive support resources and services can help you choose the right Agilent products for your applications and apply them successfully. Every instrument and system we sell has a global warranty. Two concepts underlie Agilent’s overall support policy: “Our Promise” and “Your Advantage.”

Our Promise
Our Promise means your Agilent test and measurement equipment will meet its advertised performance and functionality. When you are choosing new equipment, we will help you with product information, including realistic performance specifications and practical recommendations from experienced test engineers. When you receive your new Agilent equipment, we can help verify that it works properly and help with initial product operation.

Your Advantage
Your Advantage means that Agilent offers a wide range of additional expert test and measurement services, which you can purchase according to your unique technical and business needs. Solve problems efficiently and gain a competitive edge by contracting with us for calibration, extra-cost upgrades, out-of-warranty repairs, and onsite education and training, as well as design, system integration, project management, and other professional engineering services. Experienced Agilent engineers and technicians worldwide can help you maximize your productivity, optimize the return on investment of your Agilent instruments and systems, and obtain dependable measurement accuracy for the life of those products.

Related Web Resources
For more information visit:
www.agilent.com/see/3070

Agilent Email Updates
www.agilent.com/find/emailupdates
Get the latest information on the products and applications you select.
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